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ABSTRACT
The instructional design presented in this article

discusses a procedure for arranging and sequencing examples and
nonexamples for concept teaching in the classroom. Concepts al'e
divided into two types: definition and observation. A definition
concept is one in which the critical attributes are determirled by the
definition, e.g., war. Observation characteristics have measurable or
observable physical characteristics. Characteristics of a concept are
either relevant (i.e., basic), or irrelevant. Discrimination between
concept classes can be illustrated by use of a Venn diagram. Examples
of concepts and concept classes are either convergent (their
irrelevant attributes are as similar as possible) or divergent (their
irrelevant attributes are as different as possible). The most
effective relationship between examples and nonexamples of a concept
is matched: that is, an example and a nonexainpie have similar
irrelevant attributes. In that case, the only difference between them
is the critical attributes of the concept. Examples of concepts can
also be discriminated between on the grounds of whether they are easy
or hard. (JN)
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Methodology for the Sequencng of Instances

in Classroom Concept 1-o n;rg

Robert D. Tennyson Richard C. Boutwell

Florida State University Bucknell University

Recent instructional research studies (Tennyson, Woolley, &

Merrill, 1972; Merrill & Tennyson, 1973a, 1973b; Tennyson, 1973) have

investigated variables and conditions that ha,e a direct application

to the design of concept teaching. The p,ocedures for the sequenoiH]

of examples and nonexamples reported in this article are based on an

empirically-validated instructional design tleovy, which addresses

itself to classroom application t'athe' than the raw empiricism "labora-

tory" approach. The premises of the ,aw emp,icism developmental

procedure are that instructional outcomes should be specified, learner

performance shOuld be observed, and the instructiona; process should be

revised until performance corresponds to the specified outcome-s.

result is that the tryout-revise cycle must be repeated many tires, thus

inflating the cost of instructional development and delaying attainment

of optimal performance levels or insteuotional efficiency,

Oftentimes the imlediacy of the Oassroom instructional setting-

is lost to the researcher in the laboratovy, The pragmatic and unnes.::,:r. ly

crude decision-making of instructional variables which takes place in

classrooms could be avoided if research implication would be disseminated

to enhance greater use rather than to solidify existing barriers beteen
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classroom and laboratory. In reviewing Clark's (1971) article which

cited over 200 studies dealing with concept acquisition, it was fount

that less than ten percent of the articles cited included concepts

which wou d commonly have been associated with the classroom environment

This lack of real-world concern on the part of recent concept learning

research has resulted in an equal lack of implementation of instrttior,ali

super7or methodology.

Another problem for classroom teachers, vis -a -vis research

is that research investigators frequently have not made a distinction

between various kinds of instructional outcomes, and have

invest !gate simple tasks and then genera)ize the4' findings to all lei:- ,

situWons, to addition, most of those labo-atory experiments deal with

simple ceca), tasks rather than on the more desired classroom behav r

f concept !e'rning, rule using, and pobem solving. Merrill and Router

(19731 SLf,e.yed previous reviews of research literature related to

instructional psychology (Anderson, 1967; Gagne and Rohwer, 1969; and

Glaser and Resnick, 1972) and found most of the reported experimental

studies to be concerned with the cognitive ability of recall information-

The purpose of this article will be to investigate the higher cognitive

skill of classification (concept acquisition), and its implication for

direct application on the part of the classroom teacher.

Mechner (1965) defined concept acquisition as generalizatio!1

within a class and discrimination between classes. He pointed out th

unless both processes were assessed simultaneously, it was not possible

to infer concept acquisition. In order to assess concept acquisition,

both e Wes and nonexamples must be presented to- the learner, and his



a-,, ty genea;lze to new eampies and disci minate them from nonexam,

obserEe.c1 M rkle and T)eil,,:11- (1969) and Merr 11 ;1971) postulated

apeql, Te (or-..ept acgi - st t,orE wOui 0 result only exampes used c 1
-rw

_eect in the ant attributes assc ::ited wt°1 each;

tills p,r,lctes gen raiizatlon within the class, D-sc-tm-nation L tween

11St

esuits 1,om vesenting nonexamples which ho,e r

butec. ieenbl:ng those with c)yen examples. Markle and Tiemanr,

that unless the ;,bogie conditions we°e met certain class

OT On b013,1c7. 010' W0uid exult. These are ove,generalization

Lncle-gene tion and ccnception.

ATP ation

T

Of be 6

T

em concept means to employ the complex cognitive level

Gagne, 1970; Merrill, 1971). A concept is a class of

which are characterized by the same critical attributes.'

There a.e rwc types of concepts: oefinitibn and obser- .-ation. A definition

concept is ore n witch the cntical attributes are determined by the

detinIt-on, Th,s type inc'udes nationalism, love, war, happiness,

fiendchlp, et Observation concepts have measurable or observable

physica Lhararterrstics This type is concerned with trees, chairs,

books, parents, etc:

An observation concept: A chipmunk is of the genus Tamias,

th (q r,e! famlly.

the = ^noqptclea1s w'th a subject (chipmunk) that has observable

phys)cal Oiaacteynstics. The observation concepts are generally ear er

to teach snce their lim'ts a e defnite; for example, it is easier to

desr,. lbe nth ,T,,nk than to describe fear.
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A denitlen concept: Fear is the paintu' erktic,r, ed when

pp,ehenolog e,1" o, harm.

:n th,s :nstance, the limits are setby the

defin'A.,on was e/Tarded, the word would assume ado%t-.: ro

example, the v,dd had this obsolete add tion: i7e6,

for men 6vthofity or worth. That broadening ot ,!1

change erit:-e concept. So definition concept::, :

and obserf,cr concepts tend to be objective.

When teach concepts the definition can bc by

for the st,dent the component elements of the concept =o (,.amWe:

fang 's a c,(g sharp tooth. This regular definitn ,:6r, be k,!f.eribebt to

be an att: ,tpote definition by explaining the compone,,t L'. thir is.

tong, Oia,p, afo tooth. Thus the attribute defirt-ro-. v,Cd beyn:

A far bony appendage protruding from the jaw, areate,

length thn Aandard, and having a fine po!nt cesIgned to

cut 6asily.

lhere are irrelevant attributes of a ditTalltion. These are

the aspects that are not basic to the meaning. Howeve,. ,e)evart .

attributes often add superfluous information that can hep the student

understand the concept. Refer to the observation concept chjpmixj,_.

Irre)e,ant att:bbtes may include the following ,nformat.on:

The chipmunk is terrestrial in habits-

2 It is often called a. ground squirrel,

n the west there are numerous species

4. Most chipmunks are brown.
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None of the elevant att butes listed above places the chipmunk

into the k.:Ticept class chipmunk, Extremely elementary irrelevant

1-bates would include such Items as:

thpro.inks hae two eyes.

They each have a tall.

Ti he, bodies are fur-covered.

4 They seem nervous.

Aga:n, acne o* the abo,:e att ibates apply only to chipmunks. However,

these it attributes would help give a- 5-year-old the correct

COO4t of a ch'pmunk,

Genera ':zation within a concept class can be illustrated by a

Venn diag-a,7, Each indicates one example within the concept

ClaSS the best teaching, only a part of those examples will be

used to ep e--- t the whole class. The student will be tested with

Lnenco-nteYed examples to see he can generalize beyond the "spoon-fed"

examples, Suppose each * evesented a pronoun and the circle included

all pronouns, The teacher would present the definition (critical

attributes), and then select examples that helped the student understand

the entire cass'. The teacher may say, "He is an example of a pronoun.

It can Y.epresent a name Is she a pronoun?' If the student was able to

ident Fy she as another example, then the student has generalized to

other pronouns,
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Discrimination between concept classes cdn be 4t,. teo In

same manner (Figure 1). Each with tie

that concept class. The two cifcles reu:nen

01,C

concept class being taught. When teaching r

only desirable that a student be able IL gerei6

but he should be able to discriminate fine nembe

Dni nonmembers of the class. For the .-2nep4

hLept

teacher will want the student to recogn7ze ali p:onou-,1 e nr::.)Ln to red

(generalize), and be able to recognlie oche' pa PreE,

being pronouns (discriminate ), So it the feache, asks, Tiower

a pronoun?", the student will respond that FLowef. i s r c.t, a pronoun,

He has then discriminated between concept classes

Examples are either convergent or divergent (Tennyon et c3

1972). Two examples are convergent when their --e)' ant attlbutes

are as similar as possible. For example, here are two s ections o'

poetry. (The critical attribute is that they are examp e of the same

concept class.)

#1 Maid of Athens, 'ere we part,

Give, oh give me back my heart

(Byron)

#2 Sure solacer of human cares

And sweeter hope, when hope despair

(Bronte)

Some irrelevant attributes are: they were tten by Romantic poets,

the lines each have four measures, each i s an exclamat7on direct8d.to



a .id ,,d161, etc, But none of these i relevant attributes is

ee.svo'b:e fo, the examnle being or the Luncept class pcetr y'.

ir.,gpie$ are d7vergent when their irrelevant att!4butes are

(7_1T,( eri. at p3ibe . Here are two more selections from the concept

poet,'y:

°lir (h,lohood into manhood

Nov; .0 cL(:wn my Hiawatha,

crgrelow)

(:60 C ove my shepherd -is,

/-rd HC trat cloth me feed.

E HC 's M,ne, and I am His

What n I want Ot need?

,HeAbe,t)

that these examples diverge in the followlng aspects:

they d-C drterent iength, the poets represent different time periods,

the bjeN nave no relationship, etc.

The It effective -elationship between examples and nenexamples

matoed (Tennyson, al-, 1972). A matched situation occurs when an

exarr,p& and a ncnexample have similar irrelevant attributes. The only

diTiorenc:ebeng the critical attributes. Using the poetry illuston

aga'n, si,ppose the concept to be taught was trochaic The d,:i

atti'bute s the meter: a Stressed syllable followed by an unstressed one

other things would be irrelevant as in the illustrations

abo,e.



Concept iets E,fee L.:&:,opt teaching not only employs

examples and nonexampies, but emp,oys Tatched sets and divergent sets.

The most effent o-gans.26t'on o e-xalpOes and nonexamples is in a

"concept set," A concept set e.on!:ts of two divergent examples, each

matched to a ncnexample, wth the critical attributes.

Promptifig ,s a te,-m which meanh 'cntlfying- the critical attributes by

various deles, s,,..01 o diagrams, arrows, etc.

This he:p$ to !foc.s the stent'i attert-cn on the attributes which

deflre the t;r26:-.ept less A ,hr) component of a concept set

is the eql.;6.. crnm,ity the n,i.7ares . i.e., some examples are easier

to tecognize than othe :. th,,s, the haeder the example the more

difflcu'!t ,,.00uld be to .der,;..:s by the ctudent- Obtaining a measure

of Instarcen,ir a ,,..r(:ticn known as an instance

vcbabit- 6mf. sls, A on T. L- tTn of this process is found

n an aet.le by 'ennyscn oro =i973).

An. eAamp cd a concept -set ,s the --folowing:

Def!n:tion: Mutuallsm is a phenomenon tn nature in which two

associated G, -ISMS derive benet!t .7eom living together.

Celt attbutes: type of benefit;

. CONCEPT SET #1

Attribute Prompting:

Examp,e: and_Rhqicceeos_- The tickbird eats lice off.

the 7hino h :s mein source of food), and in turn he

Or, bifo an the 'hino of approaching animals.

( Both tien t
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Not an example Fleas on a Apg. The fleas live on the blood

the dog, and are a hinderance to him.

(Parasitism.)

Example: He itC abs and Spa_Anemones. The sea anemone settles

on in old shell inhabited by the crab. Other-

predators won't attack the crab because of

poison tentacles, and in rn the crab MOVOE

the anemone around.

(Dispersal.)

Not an example - Small fish and Sea Cucumber. The small fish lives

in the cloaca of the sea cucumber (protection

and dispersal) while-hindering the cucumber,

The two examples are divergent because one uses land organisms

while the other uses sea organisms. The two instances have the defined

critical attributes, but the student will see that mutualism exist on

both land and sea. Two quite different types of benefits are demon-

strated. The first matched a much larger one, however, one is beneficial,

while the other is not. In the second matched condition two organisms

attach themselves to another, but the nonexample shows a parasitic condition.

The-prompting is in the form of a verbal description of the relationship

between the two organisms. The diffiCulty level of the instances is e

i.e. the two examples are easily recognized as members of the concept

mutualism, and the two nonexamples are easily recognized as nonmembers

of the concept. Usually, one concept set is insufficient for_ learnir

therefore, a range of difficulty of sets is required. The succeeding sets
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should be as different as possible from the fi and so FO In

other words, the inditiidual concept sets are di ,2rt- The ccmplexil'

of the concept determines the final number of concept

in the total instructional program. A concept, diveJgent to the

first is the following:

CONCEPT SET #2

Example: Termite and F a-ellate ,otozca The pro

a place to live in the stomach of the terwte

and provide the enzyme for the termite to digest

wood, (Both benefit,)

Not an example - TapewormLand_ man. The tapeworrrr lives in

the adult stage as a par, itt in the inte$ Ines

of man.

Example: Algae_and Fun_gus_. The a)gae produce #ood tor the

fungus and the fungus holds wate. that the algae

use to make food. (Both benefit,)

Not an example - Dodder on plants. The dodder sucks nourishment

from the host plant.

The instances used in this concept set are somewhat ha de- than

in the previous set, Again the two examples. are divergent one an

organism that lives in wood, while the second in any place where mo-i,

is available. The nonexamples show the matched yelat onship with e --rn,-

N tice that the prompting focuses the student's attention on the critical

attributes.

..Designing instruction is unique for each content area. We

emphasize. that the steps presented here can and should be modified ,,



your own objectiVes. The following example of a concept set on geometric

figures will illustrate this point:

Concept definition: A square is a plane figure having four

equal sides and four right angles.

Critical attributes. A plane is a surface that wholly contains

every straight line joining any two points lying in it. A figure is an

outline or shape of something, form. Equal means of the same -quantity,

size, number, value, degree, intensity, etc. Angles are the shape made

by two straight lines meeting at a point, or by two plane surfaces nee

at a point, or by two plane surfaces meeting along a line.

Irrelevant attributes: Size; shape; ability to stand alone.

Example

Nonexample

Example

A. each is small

B. each has four sides

C. each has a base line

A. each i large

Nonexample each has equal length sides

each has four sides

Notice that the definition is similar to our:past examples, but

the critical attributes are-written in phrases, rather than in short

statements, while the irrelevant attributes are short statements.

Your-style and approach to-the subject matter is different from-other

teachers, and how km implement the steps in instructional design will

be .unique. The above concept set uses another. modification in .that the



prompting stresses the similarity between the matched instances; the

student has to then infer the cc t'a'

Another example of a concept EFL s the tol lowing on crystals.

In this illustration the promptin,, s detaad because of the complexity

of the concept, and that the g ade love l Is col loge, which requires more

detailed content- than the s7mple eNamplE on sql,afes,

Concept definition: the *s a seal called IRX2, which

has two-to-one ratio in its i::tomic for a given atom

there will be another two

repeating fashion.

Example:

Example:

ustee ct olom attached to it in a

Critl at. {'-bore: two-to-one -at-jo

Irte eb'ant Ltr ibates: size, color, density, shading
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In identifying crustal types from these pictures , di fferent atom -pes

can be denoted by different:

1. sizes; 2. types of shading (amount of shading shows depth);

3, colors (black & white)

or some combination of these three properties.

In this example, type of shading and color are properties not used

to differentiate the atom types.

This example points out subtle features which help in example identi-

fication. First, the different sizes of atoms is necessary for

differentiation of atom types. Second, the amount of shading (for

depth) draws your attention to the basic cluster,

Not an Example:

The crystal shown below is a no4xmple because it contains only

one type of atom, i.e., the atoms have the same size, same-color

ind same ,type_ of shading.
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In identifying crystal types from these. pictu es, different atom types

can be denoted by different

I. sizes; 2. types of shading (amount of shading shows depth);

3. colors (black & white)

or some combination of these three properties,

In this example, size and color are not used to differentiate the atom types.

The characteristic that makes the two atom types different is their

internal markings tyltof shading). One has short lines rather than

dots for shading. Once you have discovered both types, all you must,

do is discover the ratio.
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This nonexample has the atom types characterized by both different

sizes and different internal markings. The ratio of these two types

is one-to-ore.

The above instances were selected om a larger group which had

been rated in an instance probability analysis (see Tennyson & Bputwel-

1973). The level of difficulty for the four instances was', easy, We will

not show another concept set on RX2 crystals, but remember that several con-

cept sets are necessary.

In the previous article (Tennyson & Boutwell, 1973)'we presented

the procedures for conducting an instance probability analysis usi

as an example, the concept of adverbs. The article ended with a g

sentences Identified as easy and a-Second group as- hard, The next step:

was to take those instances and arrange them into concept sets. Below are

the instructional choices organized into an easy and hard concept set

(refer to the-other article for ratings),
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Easy Concept Set:

Example: Slowly, she walked home.

Slowly_ tells how. Slow

describes the girl, so it

is an adjective. It doef .

not affect the verb.

Nonexample: She is slow.

Example: Are you fighting mad?

Mad is an adjective, 1.

tells to what extent. Do fi ht

is the verb; do is a helper

needing another verb to complete

it.
Nonexample: Do ybu fight?

Hard Concept Set:

Example: The small- floral print looked pretty.

Small modifies floral (an adj.).

Nonexample: The small print looked pretty.

.Small modifies pattern_ (a noun).

Example: The most dangerous weapon is a gun.

Most tells to what extent the gun

is dangerous.
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Nonexample: Most guns are dangerous.

Most qualifies the noun,

The number of concept sets depends on the difficulty of the

concept class. You, as the teacher, have tormake that decision.

Conclusion

The instructional design presented in this article discussed a

procedure for arranging and sequencing examples and nonexamples for concept

teaching in the classroom. Whether the user be a teacher or instructional

developer, the methoMogy is adaptable to the individual's own o

We recognize that different subject matter would require modifications

of the system, however, the basic format does generalize across content

With continued practice you should develop unique variations that wil

improve the concept set to your instructional needs.
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